
Remember those first steps of your
children? How you laughed

affectionately at their clumsy attempts to
take a few steps before falling onto their
padded behinds? In contrast, falls in older
adults are no laughing matter. They are
serious and a major contributor to the loss
of independence. Falls are not a normal
part of aging 
The more a person falls, the greater the

risk of developing a “fear of falling.” This fear,
in turn, makes people more inclined to walk
less, therefore becoming weaker. And the
weaker a person is, the more likely he or she
will fall again. It is a vicious circle difficult to
break out of.
Approximately half of older adults who

fall need help, and if none is available, they
may end up lying on the ground for long
times, suffering even more of a decline.
There is usually no one single cause why

an older adult falls. This makes finding the
best treatment for an older adult who has
fallen a little like trying to find a needle in a
haystack. 
Doctors and patients often tend to

attribute a fall to an uneven sidewalk, or a
flight of poorly lit, creaky stairs. However, it
is rarely that simple, and there is no benefit
to blame a fall on the environment.

Causes for falls:
There a changes in hearing and eyesight,
loss of muscle function, problems with
blood pressure regulation and many
medical disease just to name a few.
Medications are likely the most important
and often the most easily corrected risk
factor for falls.

So what is there to do about falls? 
Contrary to the opinions of many older
adults (and sadly some physicians too), a lot
can be done to improve a person’s gait and
balance and to reduce his or her risk of
falling.

Here is what you should do:
First, you must let your doctor know that
you had a recent fall and that you are
asking for ways to avoid another fall. Make
sure to mention what you were doing at the
time of the fall. Also, always mention if
you hit your head. This is very important
for your doctor to know. For example, were
you getting up out of bed or trying to take
something out of an overhead cabinet? Did
you fall while getting up from the table
after having had a meal? Make sure to tell
your doctor if you experienced anything
unusual just before the fall. Did you feel
faint or dizzy? Did you experience any
palpitations?

What the doctor will do:
With your help, your doctor should now
have a very good history of the fall. Among
other things, checking your blood pressure
sitting and standing, listening to your heart
and lungs, examining your joints and
muscles and performing a neurological
exam. Your doctor will like to observe your
ability to stand up from a chair without
using your hands to push off and your gait
(“get up and go” test). This will help
establish if you have any significant
impairment in gait or balance.

How can you avoid falls?
Start by knowing all of your medications
and what they are used for. Commit to an
exercise program that is appropriate for
your abilities. Ask your physician if he or
she can refer you to a physical therapist.
Look carefully for potential hazards in your
home. If necessary, install grab bars in
showers and bathrooms, remove any scatter
rugs, and redirect any electrical cords that
cross walking paths. Make sure that
lighting in hallways, bathrooms is adequate.
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